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The Whitaker | Visual Arts

Aideen Barry

‘for she is always creeping’

Aideen Barry is an Irish visual artist whose work
has been widely exhibited in solo and group
exhibitions and commissions internationally. She
works primarily with video, animation, installation,
and performance, and her work grapples with
issues of domestic labour.

‘for she is always creeping’ will include film,
sound, drawing, and digital animation. Sound and
imagery will overwhelm visitors, playing with the
senses, marking out connection, dislocation, and
our bodies in a changing world.
The title of the exhibition comes from Charlotte
Perkins Gilman’s gothic feminist novella The
Yellow Wallpaper, which explores misogynistic
and claustrophobic attitudes towards the mental
and physical health of women.
Included in the exhibition is Monachopsis, a
suite of fifty-nine drawings made as a visual diary
during the height of the lockdown period of 2021.
Monachopsis refers to a psychological state of
disconnection, a persistent feeling of being out
of place in a world becoming destabilised and
unhinged.
The suite contains images of the eye, a seminal
and recurring motif in the exhibition. There are

several references to our physical dependency
on mobile devices interwoven with images of
domesticity, a sandwich toaster, boil-in-the-bag
rice, and an egg slicer, all of which carry a sinister
weight in spite of their cheery yellow framing.
The works are Gothic and darkly comic in their
reference to enforced confinement and the
intense physical experience of lockdown.
Alongside Monachopsis, Barry’s mixed media
work Listen Liquid: The Syllables will be installed
in Gallery 2 on the first floor of The Whitaker.
The work is an animated drawing and digital
wallpaper, a bricolage of botanical studies
reassembled as a digital collage. The title of the
work is taken from a poem “At Bridget’s Well” by
Doireann ní Ghríofa.
Barry will also be showing a range of films,
video installations, and interventions in The
Whitaker, including Self Portrait, a nine-screen
film installation in Gallery 2, and Klostés. Created
by the people of Kaunas, Lithuania with Barry,
Klostés debuted as part of Kaunas 2022, The
European Capital of Culture. The film takes
inspiration from the city’s inter-war modernism
and the hidden histories of the city.
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Thursday 13 October
Moving image mirages &
video mapping workshop with
Aideen Barry
Aideen Barry Workshop in moving image
mirages and video mapping.

This is a 3 hours workshop in which Aideen
will show a bit about how to make some green
screen filming and chroma keying followed by
an architectural video mapping workshop in
which the participants will learn to use cutting
edge video mapping software and hardware to
projection map a 3d sculptural installation made
out of cardboard.

Thursday 13 October
Aideen Barry Artists talk
Visual Fictions & Remote Controls

A talk by Aideen Barry on her practice, a
background and context to the works in “for she
is always creeping”
45-50minute talk followed by 15-20 mins of
questions
7:00pm | £5
Suitable for all ages
*Booking required

1:00pm - 4:00pm | £20
16+ suitable for artists or those
interested in digital media
*Booking required

“

We are so excited to be welcoming Aideen Barry and for ‘she is always creeping’ to
The Whitaker in the summer. Here at The Whitaker, we are huge fans of Aideen’s
thought-provoking, challenging and intriguing work and we can’t wait to introduce
her work to our visitors – and we are delighted to invite our national visual arts
audiences to visit The Whitaker for this special exhibition from an internationally
recognised artist.

“

Exhibition ends Sunday 16th October 2022

Selma Makela
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FUTURE HAUNTING

Saturday 22 October - Sunday 18 December
Selma Makela is an artist with an international
practice, originally from the UK and living
and working in County Galway, Ireland. She
has worked and exhibited in France, Canada,
Newfoundland and the UK and extensively
across Ireland. Her work engages with themes
relating to migration, climate emergency and
ecological concern.
‘Future Haunting’ at The Whitaker will include
paintings developed from a rare collection of
19th century glass slides of alpine climbers
on Glaciers, as well as work derived from
meteorological and geological phenomena.
The paintings reference multiple sources of
imagery, including glimpses of the world as
seen during travel, and also found through
researching archival sources and ephemera.
Her work reflects upon concepts of distance
and dislocation, both in terms of geological
timelines, and also in terms of displacement
and migration in a time of great uncertainty.

Exhibition Opening Event

Previous solo exhibitions include: PEER Gallery
London, Galway Arts Centre, Oonagh Young
Gallery Dublin, Ballina Arts Centre Mayo and
the Model, Sligo. Group exhibitions include:
Centre Culturel Irlandais Paris, Banff Centre
Canada, Royal Hibernian Academy Dublin, Void
Derry, Royal Ulster Academy Belfast, and Royal
West of England Academy Bristol. Her work
has been selected for the Barbican Arts Trust
London, Creekside Open London, long listed
for the Contemporary British Painting prize,
and is held in numerous public and private
collections across Ireland, the UK and Canada.

Artist Talk

Saturday 29 October

Selma Makela artist talk

Selma Makela is an artist with an international
practice, originally from the UK and living
and working in County Galway, Ireland. She
has worked and exhibited in France, Canada,
Newfoundland and the UK and extensively
across Ireland. Her work engages with themes
relating to migration, climate emergency and
ecological concern.
2:00pm
£5 | *booking required

Saturday 22 October @ 2pm
Free event, all welcome
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Joanna Whittle
On Shifting Ground

Saturday 22 October - Sunday 18 December
Joanna Whittle is a member of the
Contemporary British Painting Society and
has had solo exhibitions at Agnews, London
and the Museum of London, whilst taking part
in numerous group exhibitions and projects
including Heavy Water, at Site Gallery, 2021
where she became a founding member of
the Heavy Water Collective. In 2019 she was
winner of the Contemporary British Painting
Prize and in 2020 was awarded the New
Light Valeria Sykes Award. In 2020 she was
awarded Arts Council funding to work with
the Portland Collection, Nottinghamshire,
culminating in a solo exhibition at the Harley
Gallery on the Welbeck estate. Between
2019-22 she undertook a residency with the
Freelands Foundation at Site Gallery, Sheffield.
In 2022 she collaborated with archaeologist,
Dr Lizzy Craig-Atkins, from the University
of Sheffield, to explore material culture and
funerary landscapes as part of the Festival
of the Mind, exhibiting work produced at
Millenium Gallery (Sheffield). She is currently
undertaking a research project at the National
Fairground and Circus Archive at Sheffield
University which will culminate in a solo
exhibition at the archive in 2023, supported by
an Arts Council England Project Grant.

Joanna Whittle’s exhibition On Shifting
Ground includes paintings from recent
years and current projects as well as some
of her signature works on loan from private
collections. The work will showcase her
exploration of painting through real and
imagined landscapes and the artefacts that
emerge from unknown worlds. The exhibition
will also include items from the Whitaker’s
collection, selected by Joanna, opening
conversations between these artefacts and
her own works.
Joanna Whittle is a painter who explores
transient rituals concealed within the
structures we leave in the landscape. She
unravels traditional landscape tropes, creating
rich and seductive small-scale paintings which
draw the viewer into an uneasy, unpeopled
world. The temporary fairground structures
and tents depicted sink into motile, flooded
land, acting as fragile ruins of the recent past,
or even of the present with lights illuminate
and the unsettling sense of a recently
departed presence.

Exhibition Opening Event

Many of her works also explore themes of
memorial, evidencing unseen and repeated
rituals conducted in acts of mourning. They are
often painted on to copper to allow the ground
to glow through, illuminating darkened scenes
and giving them the appearance of icons
or meticulously laid on to ephemeral paper
postcards which become heavy with paint.
Her ceramics and other artefacts emerge from
imagined landscapes and histories, describing
unknown topographies and concealed rituals
which reflect our own histories and cultures of
remembering.
Throughout her work Whittle explores themes
of ungroundedness and loss, of shifting
perspectives and hidden activities and their
fragile residue in the landscape and through
an almost forensic attention to detail she
attempts to hold this fragility in a frozen but
elusive moment.

Thursday 17 November

Jo Whittle artists talk

Join Joanna Whittle to hear more about
her exhibition at the Whitaker and the
development of her work through the
exploration of landscapes, travelling fairs
and hidden histories alongside her research
and work with archives and collections. You
can hear more about her current and recent
projects as well as the landscapes that inspire
her and the artefacts she has selected from
the Whitaker’s collection which have been
included alongside her work in the exhibition.

Saturday 22 October @ 2pm

7pm | £5
Suitable for all ages

Free event, all welcome
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Liam Spencer was born in Burnley in 1964, and
studied Fine Art at Manchester Polytechnic,
graduating in 1986.
Known for his vivid portrayals of urban
landscapes, particularly of Manchester, he
came to prominence with a solo exhibition at
the newly opened Lowry arts centre in 2000.
Since that time, he has exhibited widely, most
notably a retrospective at Manchester Art
Gallery in 2006 and his paintings have been
collected avidly. In 2005 he was the subject of
a 30-minute documentary on the BBC.

Liam Spencer
Irwell: Afterlife

Thursday 22 December - Sunday 19 February
The river Irwell was once the hardest working
and filthiest river in the world. Now it is an
invaluable wildlife corridor within reach of
thousands of people.
This exhibition will explore the Irwell and its
valley, from its source in Rossendale to its
final destination at Salford Quays and the
Manchester Ship Canal. Paintings, drawings,
photographs and film will reveal its postindustrial landscapes and the wildlife which
thrives there, often discreet and hidden from
view. (The artist will also engage with the
Museum’s taxidermy collection in order to
bring alive the inanimate through projected
imagery.)

His recent work is increasingly concerned with
nature, and how wildlife has repopulated our
post-industrial landscapes.
He exhibits regularly in the Northwest and
beyond, and his work can be seen in several
public collections, including Manchester
City Art Galleries, Salford Museum and Art
Gallery, Touchstones Rochdale, Towneley Hall
Museum and Art Gallery in Burnley and the
Whitaker in Rawtenstall.

The Whitaker | Visual Arts

New Graduate
Award Exhibition

Thursday 22 December - Sunday 19 February
Each year The Whitaker offers a new arts
graduate from the area their first solo show
with a fee and professional development
support from our Creative Director.
Look out on social media for which emerging
artist has been successful and come along to
support them at the opening event.

Exhibition Opening Event
Thursday 22 December@ 7pm
Free event, all welcome

Saturday 22 October

Performance Art Event

Thursday 13 October &
Saturday 15 October

The Pear Project workshops

As part of our Performance Art event on 22
October, this workshop invites you to explore
travelling, ideas around belonging and how we
shape our identity. Over mint, cardamom and
rose water tea, you will be invited to create in
response to question such as;
What makes a home?
Do you prefer to travel in company or alone?
Where would you like to be right now? After
the workshop, you might leave with your
hands covered in paint, or soil. You might
leave with a small drawing or a short poem.
You might leave with new stories or a way of
retelling the old.

The Irwell’s recovery over recent decades
has been astonishing. Trout, kingfishers
and perhaps most impressively otters, are
now present all the way from Rossendale
to Salford. At a time when nature is under
increasing pressure and bad news dominates
the environmental agenda, the Irwell provides
an inspiring story of rebirth and hope for the
future.

Exhibition Opening Event
Thursday 22 December@ 7pm
Free event, all welcome
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Refreshments provided.
FREE | 11:00am - 3:00pm
Recommended age 16+
*booking required

This event focuses on stories of human
migration within the context of the
environment and sustainability of the pear
with artists taking you through feudal China,
the ancient gardens of Afghanistan, over
French Orchards, into the British Landscape
and Lancashire.
Lead artist Xhi Ndubisi will be joined by
a number of other performance artists
throughout the day. This project is part
of a long-term North West initiative with
the Orchard Project, Longsight Art Space,
PROFORMA, Crowcroft Park (Longsight,
Manchester), The Portico Library and Lancaster
Arts. Members of our community have
joined artists during October to explore
this journey and add their voices to the
performance.
FREE | 11:00am & 3:00pm
Recommended age 16+
*booking required

thewhitaker.org

BIG SCREEN

The Whitaker | Big Screen

Thursday 6 October

Thursday 3 November

1955, Directed by Jules Dassin
After making such American noir classics as
The Naked City and Brute Force, blacklisted
director Jules Dassin went to Paris and
embarked on a tale of four ex-cons who hatch
one last glorious robbery in the City of Light. As
part of his recent research about Blacklisted
Hollywood figures working in Europe, this
film is curated by Andy Willis, Professor of
Film Studies at the University of Salford and
HOME’s Senior Visiting Curator: Film.

2021, Directed by Pedro Almodóvar
Janis (Penelope Cruz) and Ana meet in
a hospital before giving birth in Pedro
Almodovar’s latest critically acclaimed film.
Both are single and became pregnant by
accident. Janis, middle-aged, doesn’t regret it.
Adolescent Ana is scared. A close link between
the two blossoms, which develops into a
complex relationship that will change their
lives in a decisive way.

Rififi

118 mins | 7:30pm | 12A
French | English subtitles
£7.50 | £6 Student/conc

Parallel Mothers

124 mins | 7:30pm | 15
Spain | English Subtitles
£7.50 | £6 Student/conc

Thursday 20 October

Thursday 17 November

2017, Directed by Stephen Nomura Schible
One of the most important artists of our era,
Ryuichi Sakamoto’s career spans from technopop stardom (Yellow Magic Orchestra) to
Oscar-winning composer (The Revenant, The
Last Emperor, Merry Christmas Mr Lawrence)
and anti-nuclear activist. This intimate portrait
explores Sakamoto’s return to music following
a cancer diagnosis, leading to the creation of a
haunting new masterpiece.

2016, Directed by Raoul Peck
With unprecedented access to literary giant
James Baldwin’s original work, Raoul Peck
completed a documentary film version of
the novel Baldwin never finished—a radical
narration about race in America that tracks the
lives and assassinations of Baldwin’s friends
Martin Luther King Jr., Malcolm X and Medgar
Evers.

Ryuichi Sakamoto: Coda

101 mins | 7:30pm | PG
United States, Japan | English Subtitles
£7.50 | £6 Student/conc

I Am Not Your Negro

93 mins | 7:30pm | 12A
French/USA | English
£7.50 | £6 Student/conc

Thursday 1 December

Thursday 15 December

2022, Directed by Baz Luhrmann
The life story of musical icon Elvis Presley
directed by Baz Luhrmann (Romeo + Juliet,
Strictly Ballroom, Moulin Rouge!) as seen
through the complicated relationship with his
enigmatic manager, Colonel Tom Parker.

1942, Directed by Michael Curtiz
In one of the most beloved American films of
all time, a jaded expatriate in the early days
of World War II finds himself faced with a
difficult choice when an old flame re-enters his
life. The film includes legendary acting turns
by Humphrey Bogart and Ingrid Bergman.

Elvis

159 mins | 7:30pm | 12A
USA | English
£7.50 | £6 Student/conc

Casablanca

102 mins | 7:30pm | U
USA | English
£7.50 | £6 Student/conc

2 courses
£16.95
Every Thursday from 5pm
in the Bar & Kitchen
*Book via our website
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Family Activities

Family Activities

Saturday 1 October, Saturday 5 November &
Saturday 3 December

Antics at the Museum

Come and join our new monthly family fun
days at The Whitaker. Taking place on the first
Saturday of every month.
Can you solve our Museum Mystery? Enjoy
stories, crafts, object handling and more.
£5 per child per session.

This includes all activities taking place around the
museum.
Recommended for age 4+ | *booking required

1st Saturday of every month

Starting 10.30am - 1:00pm Last entry 12.30pm
2:00pm – 4:00pm last entry 3.30pm

Wednesday 26 October

It’s a Spooky Day at the
Museum!

Follow the spiders around the museum, can you
solve the spooky riddle? There’s a creepy prize
waiting if you can!
Join artist Caroline to create your very own
spooky bug!
10:30am, 11:30am, 1:30pm & 2:30pm
£4 per child
Recommended for age 5+

Early Years
STUDIO

These play-based sessions are designed
especially for parents, grandparents, and carers
to enjoy time with their little ones. Our safe
space and Early Years Team provide everything
you need to allow your child to lead you on a
multi-sensory journey of play.
We ask for a ratio of 1 adult per 2 children due
to the play-based nature of each session. Please
be aware that if our capacity number of 18
children is reached there might be a small wait.
The museum is free and our Bar & Kitchen is
open from 10am.

Last Session will be Wednesday 30
November
Drop in sessions - 10:30am – 2:00pm
each Wednesday

KIDS
EAT

FREE

*No sessions Wednesday 26 October &
Wednesday 23 November

T&

Age 12 months – 4 years
£5 a session, per child, pay on the day
siblings under 12 months are free, we have a
baby area each week.
thewhitaker.org

C ’S A P P L Y

Saturday 26 November

Saturday 17 December

Brand new family friendly show.
Our story starts with a lonely museum caretaker,
who loses something quite dear to him. In his
quest to retrieve what was lost, he finds himself
on the moon where he meets the strange but
loveable Moonlings.

Blending music with puppetry, mask, and circus
this non-verbal performance will immerse
audiences in storytelling, creating a space for
imagination to thrive.
Runtime approx. 45 minutes.

1:30pm & 3:30pm

10:00am, 1:30pm & 3:30pm

Supported by Pennine Lancashire Museum &
Schools, The Met, Bury & Horse & Bamboo.

The Whitaker | Adult Masterclasses

Saturday 19 November

Winter Workshop with Cathy
Candle Wreath Holder
Create a beautiful natural leather and reclaimed
wood candle wreath holder. Decorate with your
own unique designs and finish with precious
metal leaf. Perfect for your table or as a gift.
Set in a willow hoop with fragrant winter foliage,
leather decorations and cinnamon bundles.

Events &
Workshops

Thursday 27 October

Steve Oldfield – Mystical Moors

Thursday 6 October

Teachers Twilight Session

You are invited to The Whitaker to find out more
about how we can support learning outside of the
classroom. Enjoy a tour of the museum, a glass of
wine, and a few nibbles!
4:30pm - 6:30pm
FREE, booking required

Local author Stephen Oldfield will provide an
illustrated, and often humorous talk on the
writing of the second volume of his ‘Historical
Field Guide to the Rossendale Valley.’ Having
explored his local landscape for over 45 years,
Stephen will discuss everything from burials to
bomb factories, ghosts to gargoyles and ruins to
rioters as he explains how the book took shape
from rough field notes to a 400 page, full colour
work which is the most detailed visual guide to
Rossendale’s historical landscape ever written.
Born in Rawtenstall in 1969, Stephen grew up
with the Whitaker Museum as his playground.
This helped to spark a lifelong fascination with
history.
Mystical Moors is available to buy in our shop.
Many thanks to Paul Mulderigg for sponsoring
this event.
7:00pm | 1 & half - 2 hrs with short interval.
£6, includes a free glass of wine/soft drink on arrival
Recommended for 16+

Learn to create patterns hand cut and stitch the
leather and decorate with a choice of red-gold,
gold or silver metal leaf, or add your own unique
message stamped into the leather.

Saturday 10 December

Suitable for beginners or the more experienced,
this inspiring, half-day workshop is a great way to
introduce yourself to working with leather.
Refreshments on arrival and a light buffet
lunch included. *Please let us know of any dietary

requirements when you book.

10am-4pm | £60
Recommended for age 18+

Blackburn Chamber Choir
at Christmas

We are excited to be welcoming back
the amazing Blackburn Chamber Choir
performing their Christmas programme.
All ages welcome

Back by popular demand! Learn all about working
with this eco-friendly version of concrete and
create your own master pieces to take home
In this Workshop everyone will make 2 pieces of
jewellery and little trinket tray Great for Christmas
presents!
1:00pm - 3:30pm
£24 | *booking required
Recomended for age 16+

Thursday 8 December

7:30pm | £12

Create with Caroline
Jesmonite Jewellery

SAVE THE DATE!

Winterfest
at the whitaker

Friday 2nd – Sunday 4th December

Fri - 4pm-10pm | Sat – 12noon -10pm | Sun - 10am-5pm

Winterfest
at the whitaker

Join the Whitaker this winter for our
first ever Winter Festival.

choirs

music

mulled wine

festive food

makers market

Check out our socials & website for more information coming soon.
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LUNCH | COFFEE | COCKTAILS | SUNDAY ROAST | BREAKFAST

Celebrations

at the Whitaker

Weddings |

Parties |

Celebrations |

The Whitaker Museum is an ideal backdrop
for any event. Whether it’s a significant birthday,
wedding, anniversary, christening, or a celebration
of life, whatever the theme we can weave its
story within our walls, ready to wow and create
lasting memories.

Open Wednesday - Sunday

Late night till 10pm Thursday & Friday

Located in the Rossendale Valley and set within
the beautiful Whitaker Park, the museum is
steeped in history and provides the perfect
setting for your wedding or celebration. Recently
extended and redeveloped, allowing for the
creation of new spaces to host events that offer a
modern or historic interior and outdoor spaces.

Corporate Events

The Whitaker has spaces available to hire during
the day for breakfast meetings, presentations,
product launches, private dining and corporate
away days.
To find out more and to enquire please visit
www.thewhitaker.org/venue-hire to download
our brochure and complete an enquiry form.
Follow us on our socials
Bar and Kitchen at The Whitaker
@whitakerbarandkitchen

thewhitaker.org

The Whitaker

Volunteering

Christmas
Parties
Thursday 8 December
Friday 9 December

Thursday 15 December
Friday 16 December

3 course festive meal
Drink on arrival & Entertainment
for the evening
Drinks packages available

The Whitaker has a growing friendly team of
volunteers who are the heartbeat of all that we
do. The volunteers share our passion to provide a
unique, quirky, space rich in heritage and culture.
If you would like to help us provide a sustainable
museum that is freely available to everyone, this
could be the start of your volunteering journey at
The Whitaker.

Why become a Volunteer?

Your Visit
Museum Collections

Come and visit our wonderful museum
collections, including our Natural History galleries,
including our famous Tiger and Python and
Nellie the Elephant. Also our fascinating Social
History galleries telling the story of our valley
then and now. We also have our magical Cabinet
of Curiosities, full of bizarre and wonderful items
from our unique museum collection.

When volunteering at The Whitaker not only are
you contributing to the future of the museum, but
you will benefit too.

Free admission into the museum.

• Make new friends when you join our welcoming
....team.
• Learn new skills with our training opportunities!
• Boost your confidence and self-esteem.
• Receive discounts and rewards.
• Access exclusive events and money can’t buy
...experiences!

The Whitaker shop offers a carefully curated
selection of gifts, prints, and greetings cards that
reflect the collection and themes of the museum,
and the surrounding locality.

Behind the Scenes

Our amazing team of dedicated volunteers help
in all kinds of ways, we are a museum that’s run
by the people, for the people.
Whether it’s running big events, maintaining
the gardens, supporting activities or welcoming
guests with a smile, we have lots of opportunities
available.
Visit thewhitaker.org/become-a-volunteer for
more information and FAQ on volunteering.

Visit our shop

Enjoy nature inspired prints and products, items
for the garden, and outdoor activities to enjoy in
the park. Discover locally-made ceramics, designled homeware; find the perfect present, and treat
yourself to handmade jewellery and accessories.
If you are feeling inspired from your visit to the
gallery, we offer a selection of artist’s materials,
sketchbooks, and stationery, along with textile
craft kits to get creative at home.
Choose from our fantastic collection of picture
books, pocket-money toys, and creative kits
for children.
NEW explore our new range of books and
greetings cards.

Tables seat 8-10.

*Discounts for booking of full table of 10

£50 per head

To book visit the Bar & Kitchen
page on our website

thewhitaker.org

Activities across the Valley

The Whitaker

In partnership with Rossendale Leisure Trust.

Delivering arts, leisure & culture across the Rossendale Valley.

VISITOR INFO
www.thewhitaker.org

Swimming

Winter Sports

For museum and gallery enquiries
info@thewhitaker.org
01706 260 785
For Bar & Kitchen and event enquiries
hospitality@thewhitaker.org
To book a table call 01706 394111 or
visit our website
For information about our ongoing
programmes and events and how
to book please visit our website
www.thewhitaker.org

Opening Hours
Laser Tag

Holiday Clubs

Museum and Galleries and Shop:
Wednesday – Sunday | 10am – 4pm
Late Thursday until 8pm

Grip & Go

To find out more visit www.rltrust.co.uk

Bar & Kitchen:
Wednesday 10am – 4pm
Thursday 10am – 8pm, bar open till 10pm
Friday 10am – 8pm, bar open till 10pm
Saturday 10am – 4pm
Sunday 10am – 4pm

PROFESSOR JIGGET’S
FREE magical fun in the Park
Find the Fay, the Fair Folk, The Hidden People, at The Whitaker
Park. Find Professor Jigget’s recordings of his
Fantastical Field Notes out in the park.
All you must do is:

FOLLOW the map. Pick your free copy up from reception
LISTEN to the Fantastical Field Note,
LOOK for what he found.

thewhitaker.org
@ADRENALINE

WHITWoRTH

tHE
VALLEY
LEADERSHIP ACADEMY

Explore the past, meet the present, create the future.
thewhitaker.org.uk
Haslingden Road, Rawtenstall, Rossendale, BB4 6RE
01706 260785 • info@thewhitaker.org.uk

